Production of $[^{18}\text{F}]$ fluoride with a high-current two layer spherical gold target
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ABSTRACT

Background: Fluoride-18 is the most widely used radioisotope for Positron Emission Tomography (PET). $[^{18}\text{F}]$ 2-flouro- 2-deoxy D-glucose (FDG) has become a standard tool in the area of clinical research. The oxygen-18 enriched water is the most widely used target for the production of fluoride-18. The use of the nuclear reaction $^{18}\text{O} (\text{p,n})^{18}\text{F}$ has been found as the most effective method for the production of $[^{18}\text{F}]$ fluoride.

Materials and methods: Gold is a chemically resistant metal, which has been found wide application in the chemical industry where it is often used in corrosive environments at high temperature. It is also one of the highest thermal conductivity of metals. A two layer-spherical gold chamber design was chosen to obtain a maximum pressure stability under high beam currents. The target body is consisted of two chambers, internal chamber for internal cooling and external chamber for enriched water target.

Results: The target is irradiated with 28 MeV protons energy. The incident energy on the target chamber is 18 MeV. This target is operated without external over-pressure and has been tested for beam currents up to 60 $\mu$A. The measured target yield is 2655 MBq/$\mu$Ah. There is found that saturation yield is 8.3 GBq/$\mu$A and shows 80% of theoretical yield.

Conclusion: It was observed that gold is a good material for the construction of the target chamber, and also the spherical chambers are the best construction to bearing high pressure under high-current beam condition up to 60 $\mu$A. Iran. J. Radiat. Res.; 2003; 1(2): 119 – 124.
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INTRODUCTION


Many factors should be considered for a reliable target design. They include thickness of the window and cooling fluid layer for optimum
beam degradation, efficient cooling fluid for target chamber and window, and selection of suitable geometry and material for the target body. Most considerations have to be given to the heat transfer and chemical properties of the target body material. The flour $^{18}$F is produced as nanogram quantities, which can react with the internal surfaces of the target chamber to form insoluble complexes, and the result is the reduction of the extracted yield of reactive fluoride ions.

The possible materials for the mentioned target chamber are silver and gold. Although silver shows the highest thermal conductivity of the elements, under the beam conditions it often forms colloids, which contaminates the solution and causes to trap fluoride ions (Zeisler et al. 2000). Gold has one of the highest thermal conductivity among metals, and also under beam conditions metal and inert, which is used in corrosive environment and condition.

Spherical construction is a choice to bear pressure and obtain a maximum pressure stability for a given wall thickness (Backer and Erabe 1998).

According to our calculations with SRIM code (Ziegler et al. 2000) a proton energy range at about $28 \text{ MeV}$ is required to permit a reasonable production of $^{18}$F fluor due to the aluminum and the gold windows. (The aluminum window is on the vacuum side and the gold window is on the target side), cooling fluid, and the target body degradation of cyclotron beam which is approximately $10 \text{ MeV}$, (Table 1). It is not feasible for babycyclotrons and other similar accelerators because of the wide range of energy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Target design

The target was constructed with two gold chambers, one inside another. Thus, special two-piece stamping die (male- female) for the manufacturing of two different diameters of gold hemispheres was supplied.

The hemispheres were deep drawn (forming the circular foil to give a hemisphere shape by pressing and pulling) from circular gold foil (0.220 mm thickness, 28.3 mm and 17 mm in diameter for outer and inner hemispheres respectively) which where cut from an available sheet (gold alloy >95% gold, <5% Silver) using a manual press.

A hole was drilled into the center of each hemisphere and a small-bore silver tube of 80 mm length was inserted (1.5 mm o.d., 0.8 mm i.d. and 4 mm o.d., 3 mm i.d. for outer and in inner spheres, respectively).

First of all the tubes were welded into the hemispheres and then the two pair hemispheres were welded together. Two chambers, consisting of internal cooling chamber and target chamber are approximately 12 mm and 20 mm in diameter, respectively. Figures 1 and 2 show pictures of the bare target and the target chamber with brass support and Swagelok™ fittings attached. A schematic of the developed target system is shown in Figure 3. Before loading the target with enriched water, nitrogen was purged through the target body and delivery line for about 10 minutes. This is done by rotating the Rheodyne™ valve to dispense position and opening the nitrogen supply valve. Then the target chamber rinsed with 20 ml absolute ethanol and after that do this by 20 ml of distilled water.

Figure 1. Picture of the bare two layer target.
The target body is consisted of two chambers, internal chamber (a sphere with 12-mm in diameter) and external chamber (a sphere with 20-mm in diameter). In fact the internal chamber is the internal cooling system. In the target-cooling chamber water flow rate is 1.2 l/min at 2°C. The gap between the two spheres is 4-mm, which is sufficient to stop the 18 MeV protons beam inside the enriched water target (Table 1). The volume of the target chamber is approximately 2.8 ml. The external cooling water provides rapid cooling by water flow rate about 3 l/min at 2°C around the target chamber. So there is 4.2 l/min of the cooling water flowing now. The aluminum window (Placed on the vacuum side, 0.3 mm thickness and about 22 mm in diameter) is designed as a hemisphere, so that half of the spherical chamber is placed inside, and it has a 1.3-mm gap for passing the cooled water between the window and the target chamber. The proton incident energy of 28 MeV is degraded to 18 MeV in the target, resulting in a production rate of 2655 MBq (71.76 mCi/µA.h). It is found that saturation yield is 9 GBq/µA and shows 80% of the theoretical yield.

**Target operation**

The two-layer gold sphere target is clamped on to the window holder by a brass support piece, onto which the target water-cooling assembly (internal and external cooling) is connected. The target was filled with 2.8 ml of 18O- water (95%-18O) by means of an automated double three-way Rheodyne valve, which is powered by the compressed air at about 90 Psi. (Figure 4). The target chamber and Rheodyne valve were connected by PEEK tubes (200 mm in length, 1.6 mm o.d, 0.8 mm i.d). Test irradiations were performed on the Cyclone 30 of the Nuclear Research Center for Agriculture and Medicine of Iran with 28 MeV protons and 60 µA of beam current.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The pressure stability Pmax (bar) of an ideal spherical shell can be estimated using the...
equation (Becker and Erbe 1998, Zeisler and Becker 2000):

\[ P_{\text{max}} = 4 h \times \sigma/d \]

Where \( h \) is the wall thickness (mm); \( d \) is the diameter (mm) of the sphere chamber, and \( \sigma \) is the tensile strength (bar).

With regard to the tensile strength of the soft gold (2200 bar) and the chamber dimensions specified above, the target can withstand an internal pressure of approximately 100 bar.

Although we know that the equation does not take into account any welded tubes and situations of the material at elevated temperatures, the predicted stability of the target chamber exceeds the regular operating pressure by more than one magnitude order.

The measurement of the target pressure is one of the key factors for the assessment of the correct target filling and the irradiation conditions. Kulite (Kulit conductors Ltd) pressure transducer of XTM™-190 was used to measure the target pressure. The pressure behavior of the target during the irradiation is shown in Figure 5. At 60 µA, the observed pressure was 22.5 bar. Figure 6 shows cumulative energy deposition as a function of depth for the 18 MeV protons incident on the target.

**Table 1.** Calculated estimate of energy loss in different parts of target assembly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (MeV)</th>
<th>Window Thickness (Al)</th>
<th>Cooling Water Thickness</th>
<th>Wall Thickness of the Target Chamber</th>
<th>The Target Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ein</td>
<td>0.3 mm</td>
<td>1.5 mm</td>
<td>0.25 mm</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eout</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy loss((\Delta E))</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4. Schematic representation of the unit for remotely filling the \(^{18}\)O-enriched water target at the NRCAM cyclotron unit.](image)

**Figure 4.** Schematic representation of the unit for remotely filling the \(^{18}\)O-enriched water target at the NRCAM cyclotron unit.

![Figure 5. Pressure in the target chamber Vs. beam current (18MeV protons).](image)

**Figure 5.** Pressure in the target chamber Vs. beam current (18MeV protons).
18O-water. As shown in figure 6 almost 50% of the beam energy is deposited in the last 1 mm of the target using SRIM (Ziegler et al. 2000) calculations which is in accordance with the literature (Gonzales et al. 1997). Since, the maximum heat is produced near the center of spherical chamber, according to this effect we decided to design and construct an internal cooling system, which included a gold sphere with 12-mm diameter inside the target chamber. High-pressure 18O-water targets present an attractive alternative for the fast and reliable production of [18F] fluoride in large amounts.

CONCLUSION

By observing at irradiation results, we have noticed that our designed target (Figures 2 and 3) can easily withstand 60 µA proton beams. Although, the maximum current incident on our target was 60 µA, we expect that it can surely withstand current of up to 80 µA. This as compared with the previously designed targets that could be withstand about 50 µA proton beam is considered as a break through.

With employing our designed target as compared to the routinely used target (The target is available in 1.7 ml real volume, designed and manufacturing by I.B.A company-Belgium) we succeeded to increase our productions up to 5 times as much, which in turn reduced our irradiation time up to 5 times. In fact this means reduction of production costs.
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